Southeastern Corridor Council – Zoom Webinar Notes
11th webinar – 4/2/20

Notes taken by Eilers and Overly. Call started at 10:30 am ET.

Attendees (23):
AL = Mark Bentley, Phillip
Wiedmeyer
AR = Patti Springs
FL = Doug Kettles, Alex Kalpakov
GA = Jennifer Fundora, Frank Morris
KY = Emily Carpenter

LA = Tyler Herrmann, Ann Vail
NC = Chris Dobbins, Bill Eaker, Andrea
Eilers, Carina Soriano
SC = Ben Kessler, Landon Masters
TN = Shauna Basques, Jonathan
Overly

VA = Alleyn Harned, Matt Wade
DOE Clean Cities = Trev Hall, David
Kirschner
DOT = Mike Scarpino
(Bold = co-chairs)

1. Overly recorded attendees on the webinar; Eilers will start assisting with notes.
2. Confirm attendees for the next call- 2pm eastern/ 1pm central on April 16th via Zoom.
a. Doug will take the lead confirm FL state reps
b. Emily to see if Kentucky state reps can participate
c. Ben and Landon will follow-up with SC DOT
d. Shauna is reaching out to TN contacts
3. Jonathan will send out large outlook meeting invite- needs all email addresses for confirmed attendees by
Monday, April 6; email addresses need to be added into Google sheet.
4. A PowerPoint with agenda has been drafted and can be shared with all states after the call.
a. Time will be limited, so all presenters should keep comments brief
b. PowerPoint reviewed, pictures of all presenters will be added
c. Landon will send updated slide for his section- great example program
d. Need to emphasize consistency in signage – Jonathan, Phillip, Mike, Mark will make a few edits on
the slides
5. Next steps with State Reps? – Quarterly calls? Could states
participate going forward?
6. Zoom abilities:
a. Jonathan, Mark, Landon will be “hosts/cohosts” to
control – Mark will lead; Jonathan will monitor “raised
hands”. There is a chat feature at the bottom- Landon
will monitor chat feature for Qs.
b. Everyone should try to use computer audio so names can be seen instead of phone numbers.
c. Jonathan will ensure settings are setup appropriately.
7. Need to invite Linda Bluestein!
8. Should be clear to mention a) that DOE and DOT already work together and this is a furtherance of that; b)
that the coalitions are able to work on this thanks to our DOE-CC contracts.
9. Remember there are pictures and resources on the SharePoint site.
10. Jonathan will resend email invite to everyone
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